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Coed Will Represent
U-11 At White House
By JUDY FRICKE

Crosby told her she was to represent the I niversity of Maine at
a White House Reception.
The reception, hosted by PresiA Progressive Newspaper Serving A Growing University
dent and Mrs. 1.yndon 13. Johnson,
will be held on Saturday. Talks
Vol. LW 1 270
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by President Johnson, Secretary
r
of Defense Robert S. McNamara,
Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz,
and Ambassador Adlai Stevenson
are on the agenda.
Later in the evening the selected students will attend a dinner and entertainnient hosted by
the President's daughter, Lynda
B. Johnson.
Last week President Johnson
By RON PARENT
Election of the proposed nine- Sigma Nu; Douglas Monteith. AlHappy days v.ere here again when President Lyndon B. sent a letter to President Elliott
member Interfraternity Council Ju- pha Gamma Rho; Clinton Pink- Johnson arrived in Portland to speak before the largest crowd
ever asking him to choose a student
"... who, while maintaining a
dicial Board will take place tomor- ham, Theta Chi; Newell Weston, assembled
in Maine.
row from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Phi Eta Kappa.
good academic record, has also
More
than
75,000
citizens
Maine
gathered
to
welcome
the
in the lobby of the Memorial
shown special qualities of characJuniors: Rufus Brown. Beta The- first President to visit Portland in 43 years. "Hello, Lyndon"
ter, leadership, and interest in
Union.
ta Pi; Roland "Chip" Cyr, Sigma echoed through the streets as thousands cheered over and over
All fraternity initiates and pledges
college and public affairs." The
Chi; John Hoyt, Alpha Tau Omega; again. -We want
Lyndon."
are eligible to vote for four seniors,
deans selected Miss Guerette, who
Gifford Stevens. Delta Tau Delta;
Three juniors and two sophomores.
President Johnson was more than two hours late, but that is an All Maine Woman, Assistant
Robert Tardy. Tau Epsilon Phi;
The senior polling the greatest
Dean of Women Mrs. R. K. MaeGeorge White, Lambda Chi Alpha. didn't seem to dampen the enthusiasm of the thousands who had
number of votes will be Chief JusLaurhfin will accompany Miss
gathered to see him. In fact, the
Sophomores:
Richard Angell. crowd was so large that many peo- per was thrown, balloons were re- Guerette to Washington.
tice.
Miss Guerette and Mrs. MacCandidates were chosen by the Kappa Sigma; Gary Sawyer, Phi ple found it difficult to see LBJ leased, and thousands pushed and
shoved forward to get a look at the Lauchlin will lease for WashingIFC nominating committee. Those Gamma Delta; Thomas Perry, Tau when he finally did arrive.
President
and
his
wife.
selected are: seniors Richard Day. Kappa Epsilon: John Sherry. Phi
ton by plane Friday night. They
High school students solved the
President Johnson and Lady Bird will spend Saturday touring the
Sigma Phi Epsilon: Henry Garfield. Mu Delta.
problem of not being able to see
their
got
chair
out
several
of
times
(:apitol,
returning to Maine Sunthe President by setting up four
(Continued on Page Eight)
da, morning.
step-ladders in the middle of City
Hall Plaza. Others stood on window
sills, climbed on each other's
shoulders, stood on mail boxes and
fire hydrants or hung from lamp
posts.
Eleven high school bands lined
the route the President followed
was ....mph...4y amazed, really surprised, and couldn't imagine
%Ity they had chosen me." This
%as the reaction of senior Camilla
Gi.erette %hen Itegktrar George

Greeks Elect
Judges Tomorrow

LBJ Takes Verbal
Pokes At Goldwater

Barry Hits Lyndon's
Non-Existent Policy

See Photos
Ott
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CENTENNIAL SPECTACL LARATES—The Four Preps singing group
,.ill star in the first MI AB presentation of the ,ear during Ilomeroming Weekend. (See story on page two.)
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from the airport. Dressed in
brightly-colored uniforms. they provided music for the crowd and gave
the entire city a festive air.
Portland stores, which usually
close at 9 p.m.. clo-ed during the
President's isit so that employees
could welcome the Chief Eserutiye. Portland remained in a ear.
nisal mood for some three hours
and everyone seemed to love it.
Hundreds of LBJ posters and
banners waved above the crowd.
"Goldwater for Halloween" and
"Elect LBJ: We don't want any
Tom. Dick or Barry" the signs advised.
When the President finally did arrive in downtown Portland, a tremendous cheer followed him all the
way to the speaker's platform. Pa-

New Dorm Besieged By Union Picketer
II' -•P `.• FAMES
You say
seen that greatgirthed man leaning on a rudely'
fashioned homemade sign in front
of the new dormitory and you wonder what he's doing?
The answer is simple — he and
the sign represent an informational picket by the International Hod
Carriers and Builders and Common
laborers Union of America.
lettered on the sign is:
"This job is non.union. Erril
I. Merrill. Inc. dors not has.. a
contract with :any labor organisation for common labor too he performed on this construction site.
Lurid 1377, IIIC & RACI.I.0A."
James Lynch. Bangor attorney
for the Hod Carriers, said the only
purpose of the epic I6-week picket
is to "inform the public of the conditions there." He noted that it is
not an organizational picket, which
is prohibited by the Taft-Hartley
law as an unfair labor practice.
He said state funds are being
;,sed for this job, tax money that
union men help pay, and they
should be allowed to work on the
dn*mitory.
Merrill is the largest non-union

construction company in the stare.
and, Lynch said, IHC "would love
to have a contract with him."
He added. "Merrill won't eien
talk to us." The pirketecr. Donald
-aid. "we're not picketing because %I' 111..1`11 the job.
V% I' has 11. NO, multi-noillion dollar
jobs in Woodland for I:corgi:8
l'acitie and Buck-port for St.
Regis." Lynch said the Dori Carriers can always find a union man
who needs a job.
lhe Maine State Federated Labor
Council. headed by Benjamin Dorsky. will not enter into the squabble unless asked by the local union.
The dormitory. scheduled for a
September opening, is going up
slowly. One source said, "if you're
waiting for a room there, you'll
have to wait more than a year."
Merrill had between 22-25 men
employed on construction last week.
He was, according to Humphrey.
hiring Canadian workers at belowunion scale pay. The picket added
that the nine brickees masons) and
boss brickee are all New Brunswick
men, who get more money here
than they would in Canada. but
still undercut union wages.

By- CAROL IIEBOLD
"Johnson's policies are like the glasses I use for television
appearances: the) look good, but they don't work.- Republican
presidential nominee Barry M. Goldwater said Friday morning. He
addressed an early rising estimated crowd of 5.000 to 8.000 which
converged at Portland Airport to view his 8:02 a.m. landing.
He continued. "the trouble uith our foreign policy is that we
have none," and referred directly to the Viet Nam situation. Calling himself a peace monger, he reemphasized
his peace through pered with. I voted against the
strength policy as the singular bill; however. I hope it'll work."
Implying a laxity to Presidential
means by which to quell communduties, he accused LBJ of too much
ist threats throughout the world.
concern
for lawn and swimming
Concerning civil rights, he stated
that the Constitution mentions parties and walking the White
only one civil right — the right to House dogs.
.Assailing Johnson's character,
vote. In defense of his vote against
the civil right, bill he said, "people Goldwater made the point that the
don't like to be pushed by law but President was keeping the results
can be pushed by honest reason: of the Robby Raker in•estigations
laws on civil rights will never cor- front the American people. Ile
rect the inequity: equality will come jested that Mrs. Goldwater had
only when the American people found a new type of do/en at the
recognize that freedom comes from local market called the Bobby
Baker doten. "lou get 13. and
God and start to act like it."
This last
"The more laws, the more you kick back
ght forth uproaricrime," Goldwater added. "The statement b
bigger the central government. the ous laughter from his supporters.
(Continued on Page Two)
more freedoms are going to be tam-

Postmaster General
Speaks Monday
John ‘. I.4 ,m411141.0. t .
Postmaster General will speak
in the Hauck Auditorium at
3:30 p.m. Monday. Ile will
speak a half-hour after he :orris es on campus. and. after his
speech. will be guest of honor
at a Student Senate-sponsored
banquet i n the Memorial
nion.

FIGHTING FOR t C11 SE—Comprax reporter Sian Eames hats with
ry.
union pieket protc•ting non.union labor building mw dor

Gromitisk i's a ppea ra nee is
sponsored by the political ly.
reum committee of the General
student Senate.
IL nisersity President Lloyd
Elliott and Senate president
Stan sloan will welcome Gmnou-ki. If there is an 01,1 flow
crowd at the Auditorium. the
Postmaster General's sp••ech
..ill he tiles ised in the Little
heatre Its the ioniser-I,,•losed-cireuit 'LA. system.
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Barry Hits
(Cosstkused from Page One)
"There's a cloud over the White
House." Goldwater suggested. "but
maybe the American people are too
callous, too used to chicanery, to
challenge the immorality of that
cloud." This was followed by more
screeching cheers.
He was pleased by the large
number of young people present in
the crowd. "At least they realize
something is wrong in Washington." he said.
Intermittently, Goldwater flavored his campaign speech with
such comments as "Why can't they
(the Democrats) take criticism?
They take every thing else!" and
"Already there are too many Democrats in Washington." This last
statement was directed at the coming Maine state elections. and Goldwater tossed in plugs for Cliff McIntire and Ken MacLeod.
Turning to the state level. Goldwater stressed the return of more
pov.er, to the states.
He batted a crowd-pleasing indirect slam at Sen. Edmund S.
Muskie with the statement that
there is "one Maine Senate Democrat who votes the way LBJ tells
him to." He remonstrated that,

had Muskie voted for in-ti' id of
against the 143,11 amendment,
federal aid VOI1141
presented
the recent closing of the Farnsworth Mill.
Commenting on his feminine colleague, Sen.
Margaret
Chase
Smith, he stated that when a woman can get herself elected, voters
may be sure she can do the job
better than a man. It is interesting
to note at this point that neither
Sen. Smith or Congressman Stanley
Tupper made an appearance. Tupper was unable to attend because of
pressing business in Washington
while it is rumored that Sen. Smith
is sore at Goldwater for his vote
against the medicare program.
Typifying Goldwater support
were slogans such as "we don't
go for Hubert Humphrey Birds,
either," "The Lyndon Bird lays
too many eggs:' "In your heart
you know he's right" and "What
made us great, gm ernment or
ingenuity?" Adverse propaganda
included: "Is force a rational solution?" "Might can't make you
right. What hath GOP wrought?"
and "Boudoin, 3-1 against Goldwater."
Dissenters within the Republican
party itself held posters which read
'Tupper. yes: Goldwater, no" and
"We Republicans would rather
switch than fight. Vote LEL"

MUAB Homecoming Concert
Stars Capitol's Four Preps
The Four Preps. famed Capitol
recording artists, will star in the
Memorial Union Centennial Spectacular on Oct. 10. Tickets will be
on sale at the Memorial Union
ticket office Oct. 5 thru 9. from 10
a. m. to 2 p.m.
The Preps began singing together
at Holly wood High School in 1955.
In 1957 they began recording for
Capitol as the youngest vocal group
on a major record label. That year
"26 Miles." their first million-selling record, made them national
celebrities.
By 1961 the Preps advanced
from the high school crowd to college and adult audiences with their
best-selling album. The Four Preps
on Compui. followed by Corn pu,

ORONOKA RESTAURANT
SMORGASBORD 5:30-9:00
WEDNESDAY
PRIVATE PARTIES AND
BANQUETS
DANCE TO
NORM LAMBERT
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
"FINE FOOD YOU'LL
REMEMBER"
Tel. 866-2169

During their career, the Four
Preps have appeared on many TV
shows, including Ed Sullivan, Ernie
Ford, Ozzie and Harriet, and Dick
Clark.
In addition, they have
played at many state fairs and all
the top night clubs. The Preps
have appeared at colleges in every
state.
None of the members of the
quartet planned on becoming professional singers. Glen Larson
wanted to be a TV writer: Bruce
Belland. a public-relations man;
Marvin Ingram, an attorney, and
Ed Cobb. a research chemist. Larson and Cobb attended Los Angeles
City College while Belland and Ingram attended U.C.L.A.. where Ingram was graduated with a R A

CLASSIFIED
Use the Campus' weekly classified often. 75e for 25 words:
5( thereafter. Deadline Monday
noon for Thursday edition. No
charges, cash only. Use the campus mail, or put remittance and
classified in business manager',
mail box in Campus office
FOR RENT—Rooms, men onl)
Two double rooms, newly-furnished. Near campus. S9 per
week. 866-4636.

FOR THE FINEST IN
CAMERA EQUIPMENT

0,

Sen. Muskie 'Packs
'Em In' At Hauck
By RON PARENT
N, arm, humid, rain) weather
didn't dampen the enthusiasm of
the more than 600 students who
turned out to hear Democratic Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie last week.
When Senator Muskie reached
campus there was no doubt about
it. His arrival was heralded by
howling sirens and blowing horns.
U-S1 students, who are constantly
accused of political apathy, flocked
to Hauck Auditorium to hear Muslie's opinions on the reapportionment question.
Many students shook his hand
and wished him luck in his efforts
to gain re-election to his Senate
seat in November. Others stood in
the crowded auditorium for nearly
two hours to hear the Senator
speak. If the enthusiasm of the
crowd was any indication, most of
them liked what they heard.
An unexplainable kind of "hero
worship- surrounds the figure of
Edmund Muskie on the Maine
campus. Muskie usually -packs 'em
in" while other politicians have a
difficult time attracting more than
a handful of "old faithfuls."
Senator Muskie was in good humor during his visit. He sincerely
seemed to enjoy his young audience and their questions. When he
was told that the Democrats appear to be better organized on
campus than the Republicans, he
commented that perhaps the reason
had something to do with the Republican candidates.
Muskie is six years older than he
was during the last senatorial election and he'ioks it. He has developed a sizable senatorial "paunch"
but, in general, looks and acts in
top form He handled himself with
the dignity and a relaxed professional touch that comes only with
experience. His answers to compli-

cated
questions
we r e quick,
thoughtful and often won applause.
When asked about his position
on the 1963 grain deal with the
Russians. Nluskie said the deal was
good for both countries. He explained that if we think war with
the Soviet Union is inevitable, we
should get on with it tomorrow and
stop wasting time.
'
-We must have dealings with the
Russians." he said. "With the passage of time things change and we
must explore the possibilities that
these change, offer."
Senator Muskie said that we had
clearly demonstrated to the rest of
the world that we had succeeded
where the Russians had failed. He
also noted that Americans were saving millions of dollars on storage
costs.
The visit, sponsored by the Political Lyceum Committee of the
General Student Senate. proved to
be highly successful for the Democratic Senator.

notices
DEB.VIF Col NCH.
There will be a meeting of the
Nlaine Intercollegiate Debate Council Tuesday. October 6. at 3:10 p.m.
in 305 Stevens Hall.

MRS. MAINE CLUB
The Sirs. Maine Club will meet
Tuesday in the Main Lounge of the
Memorial Union at 8 p.m. The
meeting will include an orientation
of the club and a lecture on "Election '64- by Eugene Nlawhinney.
All student wives are invited to
attend.

Ormber I, 1961

Jazz Artists
Stage Concert
On Saturday
Don Doane. a well-known jazz
musician from the Portland area.
will present a concert with his orchestra Saturday afternoon.
Doane was graduated from Boston College where he majored in
music. He served as music supervisor at Scarborough High School
and played with Maynard Ferguson Orchestra with whom he wrote
and arranged concert and dance
pieces.
Doane has returned to Maine to
organize experienced young musicians in a new orchestra. The 13member studio band has staged an
outdoor concert in Portland and
has made a television tape. Saturday will mark the band's first college appearance.

CALM B
afternoon
pitched c
speaker's

This kick-off college concert is
being sponsored by the Junior Class
from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Hauck
Auditorium. There will be a small
admission charge.
FROM! RIFLE TEAM
The Freshman Rifle Team is now
hclding a tryout period which will
end Oct. 31.
I'OMEN'S RIFLE CLUB
The Women's Rifle Club is now
holding a tryout period which will
end Oct. 31. No freshman girls are
eligible to join the club.

TH1BODEAU'S
Barber Shop
Expert Barbering
Three Barbers
.Monda,—Thursday
Four Barbers
Friday—Saturday
OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK

35 No. Main St., Old Town

the
label
is
BLUE

the
toe
Is
TAPERED

VOTE RICH
point in his •
amidst hearty

POLOROID

and the shoe is U. S. KEDS.
Get that slim, tapered toe and "that great Keds feeling"'
52
Pick yourself a pair of our fresh. new Keds—in new 19,
tolors—and you're ready for anything' 11ousess ork,
homework, loafing or living it up— you'll
set the comfort and the chic that come
only with the famous U. S. Keds1
Narrow and Medium widths.

LAND
CAMERA
FOR

GO TO

DAY'S
TAPIR-TOE
CHAMPION in classic

MUAB

Cameras
film

canvas

Friday.()rt. 2

flash blabs

"The L Shaped Roorn-

ill at discount prices

2 Shows: 7 & 9:30
Saturday. Oct. 3
"The Fielors"

$4.75
GET TAPER-TOES
White Blue
Paisley Red

2 Shows: 7 & 9:30
Sunday. Oct. Al
"Tiger Ir.alki"
2 Shows: 3:00 and 7:00
Ill shows admission 40v
\o. Main S.

SALE

CAMPUS

Black
Loden

BUSINESS

NOR' ,IT

BEN SKLAR
107 Center S:

Old Town

MANAGER
4 Fernald Hall

Old Town
•

.I I. o

r

I. I90 I

Artists
Concert
turday
. a well-known jazz
the Portland area.
concert with his oray afternoon.
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Throngs Mass To Greet LBJ, Barry
;
Campaigners Get
Wild Welcome
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Johnson -1..&1111/US 1,10,o

CALM BEFORE TI1E STORM—Thousands upon thousand.of supporters
mob
afternoon to await the President's arriyal. Contending with a two and one halfthe city plaza in early
hour delay, the high
pitched crowd burst into thunderou. cheering and frenetic banner waving
as LBJ made his way to the
speaker's platform at last.

TEAM
Rifle Team is now
t period which will
LE CLUB
Rifle Club is now
period which will
freshman girls are
the club.

Portland Press Herald Photo

DEAU'S
✓ Shop

SECURITY MEASURE—A police official 'losers about the President
in a forceful effort to protect him from the crushing crowd, comprised
of approximately 100,000 spectators. Further security measures included the posting of secret senice men in windows.

arbering
Barbers
Thursday
arbers
Saturday

Goldwater--

• S A WEEK
St.. Old Town
Buldeford-Saco Journal Photo

ROID

VOTE RIGHT!--"I want to be your president," Barry said at one
point in his speech. To this a large part of his captiyated audience,
amidst hearty cheers. responded cla tttttrourd,r, •"lou will be'

Blddeford-Saco Journal Photo

8:02 A.M. ARRIYALS--I..earing
the plane the Goldwaters, Barry
and Peg, were greeted by Republican party leaders and a cheering
crowd.

WAKE UP, BARRY'S IIERE—A spirited crowd of more than
5.000
persons flocked to Portland airport early Friday morning
to hail
Republican Presidential nominee, Barry Goldwater. Youth
groups as
the Teenage Republicans and hi-partisans alike attended the
campaign
rally.

ERA

US
ESS
GER
Hall
Ptddetord-Saco Journal Photo
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ROI AL ASPIRANTS—Queen candidates for Homecoming weekend, Oct. 9-11, are, left to right,
Adrienne Ford, Colvin; Linda
Lake, Kennebec; Liz Smart, Androscoggin; Kaye Olson, Penobscot, and Ronnie Wheaton, Hart.
One of these collegiate lovelies
will be chosen Friday evening at
the Homecoming dance to reign
over the festive weekend. Special
features of the weekend include
a Maine-New Hampshire football
game Saturday afternoon and the
well-known singing group, The
Four Preps, Saturday night.

Orono, Maine, October I, 1964

Plant
Hold

Old Town Rotarian; Seeking
Full-Time Dental Hygienist
The Old Tawn Rotary Club is
seeking a dental hygienist, preferably full-time, to work in the Old
Town and Milford Public School
system.
Eleven years ago, five members
of the Old Town Rotary Club and
five members of the Old Town
Nurses' Association formed a nonprofit dental clinic to take care of
eight grade schools in Old Town
and Milford.
Last year 1000 pupils or 85 -

95 per cent of the subprimary, second, third, fourth and sixth grade
students given the opportunity received free dental examinations and
cleaning.
In charity cases, a dentist, paid
for by the Kiwanis, woman's clubs
and similsr groups, is provided for
tooth extraction and fillings.
The dental clinic's regular office
is located at Jefferson Street School,
Old Town. Unless a dental hygienist is found, the clinic will be
forced to close.
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THE GIFT SHOP
At 11. nisersity Motor Inn
Welcomes Students and Faculty

Coffee House Inaugurates New
Series Featuring Student Guests
The Coffee House staff will inaugurate a new series. "Forum," on
Sunday. The program will feature

mARY,
050 CONNEC,CUT

8.1):30 A.M.

at

SHIRT 'N SKIRT OUTLET
NATIONALLY FAMOUS
LADIES' SPORTSWEAR
SAVE 50 TO 75%

BULL
'51

We all
make
mistakes.—

for your added convenience
5-8 p.m. Fri.-Sun.

STOP 'N SAVE

On the following Sunday 5erli“r
Beth Wiley will relate sonic of her

,
J

OPEN DAILY

Our New Fall
and
Back to School
Merchandise has Arrived

Sunday's "Forum" leader will be
sophomore George Moore. Jr. At 8
p.m. he will speak on the Book of
Job.

JAP

From Novelty Gifts to
Hand Knit Wear

experiences in Washington, D.C., a,
Congressional intern
for
Connecticut Senator Thomas Dodd.

student guests who will discuss a
number of saried topics throughout
the year.

FORMS
OF LIFE
I VURANCE
II Hammond St. • Tel: 945-4574
4011111.
11
firprrsentrag
71e TRAVELERS INSURANCE Cosmic

"Erery thing for ever:tone"

Samples and Slight Irregulars
hite Skirts and Blouses for Initiation

Brewer Shopping Center

ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON'S CORRISABLE BOND
Don't plague yourself with a page of typing sorrows.
Flick away your errors easily on Corasable. An ordinary pencil eraser does the trick. You need Corilsable's
special surface to produce unsmudged. unscarred, perfect looking papers every time, the first time. Eaton's
Corrisable is available in light,
medium, heavy weights and
Onion Skin. In handy 100.
sheet packets and 500-sheet
ream boxes. Only Eaton
makes Corrisable.

10 x -10 3
Class Bea
Oat

A Berkshire Typewriter Paper

Bar Harbor Road
Hours:
Mom-Thur. and Sat. 10-5:30, Fri. 10.9:00

Matelasse-textured bed pread, 10.95

King-size, 25x50, bath towel, 2.98

EATON PAPER CORPORATION

PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
••••'

'Insulairee thermal blanket, 10.00

Your

MORGAN-JONES
new Varsity Stripes...
coordinates cum laude!
Great new idea. Great fun. Lusty terry towels in your school colors. And ilAn).,
blankets and bedspreads to go with! Coordinated. Collegiate. Commotion- ill 17 (1/4(....)
INNoys
.. MNI.LyL
.
provokinl What a way to wow the campus! So go buy yours. And wow 'em.
N
T HO A
F vSEP
..R

Sr

INC.

Orono), Main,.

I, I III, l

5 1 ‘11 \I
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Plant Scientists the maine
Hold Get-Together
CALENDAR

eeking
1st

The Plant Science Club also is ofget-acquainted picnic Sunday night.
Following a football game, students iritt..0, October 2
MOC Annual Fall Katandin Trip
and faculty members of the deMUAB Movie, The L Shaped
partment of plants and soils feasted
Room, Hauck Auditorium,
on hot dogs and hambt...gers.
7 and 9:30 p.m.
The club's plans for the current
year include programs on career Saturday, October 3
opportunities in the field of plants
MOC Annual Fall Katandin Trip
and soils, social meetings to proDen Dance,8 p.m.
mote better student-faculty relaChi Omega Fall Outing
tions, and the sale of apple fireplace
MUAB Movie, The Victors.
wood.
Hauck Auditorium,
7 and 9:30 p.m.
The Plant Science Club is offering a home grounds service Sunday, October 4
which will serve as a source of revMOC Annual Fall Katandin Trip
enue for the club, besides acting as
Chi Omega Fall Outing
an agency to secure jobs for club
Chi Omega Annual Vocations
members.
Night

suhprimary, secand sixth grade
Opportunity rearninations and
a dentist, paid
woman's clubs
is provided for
fillings.
s regular office
Street School,
dental hygienclinic will be

THE CHALET
Bill Gavett

I.\IVERSITY MOTORS
Bill Gavel

TYDOL

CHEVRON

NEXT DOOR TO CAMPUS
ON COLLEGE AVENUE

AT THE ORONO
END OF THE BRIDGE

PRE-WINTER
TUNE UP
866-2538

STATE
INSPECTION
866-2311

DURING SALE

KODAK Instamatie 100

12.72

ti as 817.95

is

Clough Tops Cast in Shaw's
Comedy 'You Never Can Tell'

UAB Movie, Tiger It'u/A
Hauck Auditorium,
3, 5. and 7 p.m.
Tuesday, October 6
Poetry Hour. Memorial Union,
4 p.m.

Smith Exhibits
Maine Photos
"The Other Maine," photographs
by Portland artist Mason Philip
Smith, is currently on display in
the Memorial Union Lobby.
Smith, a photo journalism major, was graduated from Boston
University. His works have been
exhibited at the Swedish Master
Competition in Stockholm, the
Rhode Island Arts Festival in
Providence, and the Rochester,
N. Y.. Religious Arts Festival. He
has staged one-man exhibitions at
Portland's Museum of Art, Lasalle
College and the Whai Gallery in
Massachusetts.
The photographs in this show are
primarily of the area north of the
Kennebec River. Smith said of the
region he chose for his subject
matter, "The pressures and glare of
'modern life' have made few inroads in this land. Here the tides
and the winds have left their mark
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The previously postponed outing
of the Senior Class has been rescheduled and will be held Oct. 18
at The Gatherings, Ellsworth.
Tickets for the outing will be
available outside the Bear's Den
from Oct. 5-9. Students must travel
to The Gatherings by the bus that
will be provided. University regulations prohibit traveling by private car.
At a Sept. 22 meeting of the
class executive committee, it was
suggested that seniors with a B average or better in a course be exempted from the final exam in that
course. This proposal will be
brought before the Faculty Council.
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Your Beauty is Our Business

Bring This Ad With You To

his serious convictions through the
various characters. He introduces
his opinions on social clevages, the
New Woman in conflict with the
eternal sex drive, man pushed
against his will into matrimony and
the home that is not sacred unless
you treat it as such.
You Can Never Tell will run
Wednesday through Saturday, Oct.
21-24, in the Hauck Auditorium.
Season coupons are now on sale in
310 Stevens Hall. An extended box
office will open outside the Bear's
Den on Monday.

Orono

Presents the Latest in
High Fashion
At Our Studio

GET IN ON THESE CONVENTION
VALUES
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Peter Clough will head the cast
of George Bernard Shaw's comedy
You Can Never Tell. Clough will
portray Valentine. the hero who
falls in love with Gloria, Donna
DeCoursey.
Director Herschel Bricker selected the cast for the Maine
Masque Theatre's first production
of the season, a comedy of love
which deals with the relations of
husband and wife, parents and
children, and lovers.
More than 60 students tried out
for You Can Never Tell, giving
Bricker some of the best readings
he has seen in 33 years of directing.
Lois ingeneri and Leroy Clark
copped the roles of the mischievous
twins, Dolly and Philip. Thomas
Furman will play the obstinate
Fergus Crampton, the ill-tempered
long-absent father.
Ritty Burchfield will portray the
modern parent, Mrs. Clandon. Steven Harvey will be the staid
lawyer, Mr. McComas, and Carleton Guptill will be William the
waiter. Linda Wooley will play
Valentine's maid with Jack McLaughlan as the majestic Mr.
Bohun.
Also in the cast are Larry
Leighton, lack White, John Crazford and Charles Devoe.
This comedy is a typical Shaw
lose episode. Subtly Shaw presents
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EDITORIALS
The Gold Knight
S

There is no quarrel with the two-party system of government
that we have here in the United States. The whole idea is based
on the idea of getting the best qualified man for the job to be done.
Our job is to investigate and decide which of the concepts is more
in tune with the times and mankind. In this investigation an
ambiguity in the foundation of Senator Goldwater's political dogma comes to light.
Quoted from the nationally published article. "Conservatives
believe that man is sinful by nature and that each individual is
responsible for his own sins and must answer for them." With a
little thought, the muddiness of this thinking becomes quite apparent. Any clear-thinking individual can buy part. either part.
of this statement, but no one can buy both! Man's being inherently
sinful is not a new concept. It was prominent in Puritan New England and is as old as the dogma of original sin. The credibility of
this statement, however, is to be seriously doubted in the light of
recent learning, meaning within the last one hundred years.
Thus. if man, as Senator Goldwater believes (since he is the
conservative spokesman, he must), is an inherently sinful individual. he cannot be held responsible for his sins. Can one be held
responsible for brown hair or blue eyes? Senator Goldwater must
think so! What he has stated is in effect a peculiar mixture of
Free Will and fatalism. How these two beliefs can be uttered in
the same breath is beyond understanding.
This is confusion enough for anyone but a conservative. Senator Goldwater further believes that the best government is the
government that exercises the least control over the individual.
Considering this position in the light of the former quotation, one
can only infer that he wants the individual to be free to commit
the sins of his nature. This would lead to the state being run by
the strong and, in its final analysis. a system of feudal government
where the strong ruled the weak!!

A Strange Incident
By John Frary
One night not long ago I chanced
to be crawling along Grove Street.
I had just undergone treatment for
a nervous disorder at the Farnsworth Clinic (always a distracting
experience), and my mind was preoccupied with the task of recalling
the location of my lodgings. Consequently. I was quite startled when
the sound of stentorian bleating intruded upon my thoughts. Glancing
about with trepidation, for my pate-nal grandfather was once savaged by a sheep, and I have always
been justifiably terrified by the
beasts. I observed some forty woolly
forms in the field near Deering
Hall. They were gathered in two
groups. each of which was being
harangued by one of their number.
Reassured by the stoutness of the
fence. I paused to survey this novel
spectacle. As I did. I noticed a fox
sitting a few feet ass as, regarding
the scene with an expression of
scornful gloom. He seemed an intelligent fellow, so I called him
over and demanded an explanation:
Self: Watthehell?
Fox: I beg your pardon?
Self: What's all this?
Fox: It is the Grand Festival of
Boobbumpery.
Self: Indeed, and what exactly
might that be?
Fox: Why, it is a quadrennial
process by means of which these
sheep acquire leadership.
Self: Kind of like our presidential elections, you mean?
Fox: (Dryly) There are points
of similarity, yes.
Self: lust what are the issues at
stake here?
Fox: Well, you see this group?
(The fox indicated the larger of the
two gatherings. It was being addressed by a very, very compassionate looking sheep with a pronounced twang. Here and there I
could make out banners inscribed
"Great Society" and "Yay for
Compassion")
Self: Yes.

For: Well — its leader, Big
Preachedaddy. is offering to lead
them to the "Great Society."
Self: Exactly what and where is
this Great Society?
Fox: (Patronizingly) Exactly?
My dear young man, if you were
at all familiar with this festival,
you would be aware that exactitude
was banished from its processes so
long ago that the very concept has
been forgotten. Big Preachedaddy
has refined his technique to its ultimate by omitting to give even an
inexact definition. However, the
general idea of the Great Society
is that it consists of the field on the
other side of )on fence.
Self; And what are the alleged
benefits of that locale?
Fox: (Sneering) it is said that
the grass is greener over there. Not
that it is of much importance. For
sheep it is sufficient to be led. You
see—Leadership is Good. Destination is a very secondary consideration. The more spectacular the
Leadership, the more obscure the
destination. That is an infallible
maxim of sheepdom.
Self: Well, I suppose one can't
expect a great deal from mere
sheep. hut this hardly sounds like
a satisfactory candidate. What
about his opponent?
Fox: How do you mean?
Self: Where does he propose to
lead the herd?
Fox: (Brightening) To the
slaughterhouse.

Progress--A Most
important Product
Time was
And the scorld was a winl, and a
nod
And a man was a man—
And a into,. was a man.
Time was
.4ssal a storm began to ridl.
Ind a stheel.
Ind a wish.
-Ind a world which rolled so last
That the one became blurred
lad the I bernme all.
Time was
Arid tinge kill be
ind so still men.
--It' suranne

LETTERS
to the editor
Have Foresight
To the Editor:
In reply to the article opposing
Goldwater's voluntary Social Security plan in the Sept. 17th issue
of the Campus ... it made me sick!
Barry Goldwater, and we who
think like him, has faith in the
American people: enough faith, in
fact, to feel that the greater major-

The Grease Pit

Why Not 18?
By Joel festoons
I was making a voter canvass
of my neighborhood last night —
checking the new people to find
out who was registered and who
wasn't and the old people to find
out if any had swapped parties
since the calamity at the Cow Palace —when I received somewhat
of a shock. When I inquired of one
man and his wife as to whether or
not they were registered, the husband replied brusquely "we don't
vote." I was rather taken aback
but I managed to stammer "well,
aren't you afraid that either Goldwater will blow you up, or that
Johnson's evil big government will
swallow you up?" or something to
that effect. He assured me that he
didn't follow politics and couldn't
care less who won the election.
I discovered two more people
that evening who expressed similar
indifference about the election.
Ironically, the family which was
most concerned about the election

was Canadian. They wanted to vote
—"all the folks at home are scared
of Goldwater"— but were not able
to get into court in time to be naturalized before the election. We all
recognize the problem of people
who are indifferent about politics,
but it seems difficult to see how
anyone could not be caught up in
the maelstrom which this campaign
has stirred up.
Perhaps, if the voting age were
lowered in all states as it is in some
so that the high school students
could register as part of their Citizenship course as they now receive
their driver's licenses in their
Driver Training course. In this way
it seems reasonable to assume that
if a larger percentage of the population could be introduced into the
habit of exercising their voting
privilege in this manner, then a
more active, interested, involved
electorate would result.

ity of Americans want, will seek,
and have the foresight, to insure for
their old age. If, however, the
American people choose to enroll in
a cheaper, better, private policy,
then of course. Social Security will
go bankrupt. But this is all part of
an economic rule which thrives on
a free choice and insures people
an overall better deal. The number
of people, too, who have money
when they are young, obtain no
form of old age insurance, and lose
their fortunes to live in poverty, is
at a minimum. People who have
money are the types of people who
protect themselves. For people who
have limited incomes (and this
should answer the management argument), there are the compensation and pension plans offered by
employers. Labor unions are so
strong today that management is
forced to offer these benefits. As far
as management refusing to hire Social Security seekers, there too,
they would have no more luck in
refusing than they do in refusing to
hire labor union members now.
Then there are the people in business for themselves. They, like the
wealthy people. are basically conscientious people who worry, and
participate in security insurance policies.
If you think voluntary Social
Security will bankrupt the system.
what about saddling it with medicare?
A Patriot

•
Make Believe
To the Editor:
Agreed: the Student Senate does
not have as much power as it
should. I have been saying this for

A Big Something
Last Tuesday night your General
Student Senate met for the first
time this year. I have high hopes
that this year's Senate, which is
composed of people of your choosing, will leave a memorable record
of accomplishment.
In my last column I spoke of
obstacles that had to be crossed. In
my mind, the first obstacle is ignorance. The student body has
been in the past and is for a large
part today, ignorant of the facts
about the General Student Senate.
On the other hand. the Senate also
must fight against ignorance — to
ensure that the Senate itself is
aware of the enthusiasm and interest of the students. I hope that
in this column I can dispel some
of the false notions and ignorance
that surround the Senate. Here are
a few facts:
Proposals do not get through
the Senate unless they h...e
been carefully planned and
thought out. This planning
takes time and any person with
even a limited knowledge of
politic, ahoy," recognite this
fact.
lour General Student Senate
is constantly serving you: our
Political Lyceum Committee
sponsored Senator Muskie's ad-

the maine
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dress; we sponsored the freshman interest blank service during orientation week which
gase many freshmen the opportunity to come into contact
with extracurricular actisities
at an early date; the student
Centennial C,..nrnittee, which
coordinating student arti.i.
ties throughout the Centennial
Celebration is a Senate committee; Maine Da, i. is Senate
project; we are this year sponsoring the student portion of a
ni.crsity of Maine-Uni.ersits

of New Brunswick Conference
here at Maine; the rally committee which helps the Campus
Mayor plan and stage his rallies is a Senate committee and
the mayor is gi.en a budget by
the Senate: the Political Affairs
lll mittee %ill soon •ponsor a
mock election a. a follow-up to
the mock primary last spring.
Tlw Senate sertes you in these
and its many other ways.
Stan Sloan
President
General Student Sena'

OFFICIAL NOTICE
1.

LAST I tl.12. Students still having signed Addand-Drop cards in their possession should file them
its the Registrar's Office at once; otherwise, incorrect registration may result in not receiving credit
for a course.

student organization eligibility check lists are now
Os erthif. in the Registrar's Office. Secretaries
and

facult ad,isers of student organizations should
refer to pages 47-51 of The If.sin," Handbook.
1964-65 edition.
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over three years, and urging individuals in the Senate, AWS and
IFC for the last two years to merge
their forces into one student governing body. Joel Eastman and any
others are welcome to the struggle;
for the system, so far, is "makebelieve democracy." Certainly not
very good training for citizenship.
Mr. Eastman, however, makes
several mistakes, I think. To call
for "a change in the drinking policy and regulations on women" in
the same breath is to expose a too
stereotyped male attitude. Furthermore, to call for the former at this
point of time in this state is unrealistic. And to call for the latter
when the last three years have
shown more improvement in regulations on women than for many
years previous is to show a lack of
appreciation of meaningful change.
Harvey Bates
Director of Religious Affairs

•

Goldwater No!
To the Editor:
This past week this paper chose
to take the side of the Senator from
Arizona in the Presidential campaign. As a registered Republican
I feel it necessary to state the reasons why I will be voting against
my party in November.
This Senator seems to be working against what he says. He wants
to decrease federal power and he

THE MAINE CAMPUS
is working for a big federal project
in Arizona. He is not against Social
Security, but he would like to see
people manage their own retirement
affairs. He belongs to the NAACP,
but he voted against the Civil
Rights Bill. He believes in extremism only in the defense of liberty,
but he would be more active militarily in Vietnam.
As an ex-infantry sergeant who
would probably have been sent in
on an American expedition in Vietnam, I know it would have led, and
would still lead, to Chinese intervention and another Korea. if not a
world war.
His ideas of extremism may
be argued in meaning, but most
of the hate and extremist groups
have gotten the message and
are on his band wagon. His extremism started at the Republican
convention, when his supporters
denied the other candidates the
right to present their platforms.
Finally, the Senator believes in a
return of power to the states. He
believes in not interfering in the
lives of the citizens. I wonder if he
knows what government is for?
What organizations would he let
improve the lives of the citizens?
How would he oppose communism
and racial hate, improve education.
conserve our natural resources, and
collect taxes? Evidently he can continue to ignore the racial injustice
in our country. He might say,"Governor Wallace, I don't think you are
doing what is right, but you know

more about local problems than I
do." The Civil Rights Bill that this
man voted against may not be the
perfect answer, but it has already
improved the living conditions of a
lot of my friends, and my girl, who
live in the south and who happen
to be colored.
I hope not all of you will side
with th;s paper, planning for a great
change in our government, for if
this man is elected, change will
come but it may not be for the
better.
Huber R. Hutlock
•

Corm: On, Maine
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter in regard
to the game last Saturday and the
absolute nonexistence of school
spirit shown on the "Maine" side
of the field. I know that there are a
few Maine-minded people who will
agree with me.
First, congratulations to the
frosh for a tremendous cheering
job. I was one red-faced senior
when I heard someone remark,
"They've got real good spirit over
there. Give them a while. theyll
learn." Are team loyalty and school
spirit a drudgery that must be endured for a year in order to obtain
indifference as the status symbol of
an upperclassman? And, what happened to the Stein Song after each
touchdown? I always considered
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this an incentive to the team for the
extra point. Is this to become passe
and dropped from existence like
the almost extinct "Maine Hello"?
I have probably said enough, but
I have one more axe to grind. Out
of the 14 cheerleaders and yell
leaders on our side of the field only
three of the young ladies acted as
though they knew what they were
supposed to be doing. (Again congrats to the frosh leaders.) Our
friend in the racoon coat appeared
to be as enthused over cheering as
a prisoner would be over a pending
execution. I'm not blaming Sarge
entirely, but I do feel that there
should be some semblance of
planning or cooperation among the
leaders if they are even expected to
be followed.
COME ON, MAINE! I don't
even pretend to be an athlete but
I'll be hung if I won't support our
representatives as much as I can.
They can't be fired-up by seeing a
bleacher full of deadpans so let's
make enough noise to make our
support unable to be questioned
So, Arch. if you want our backing
you had better show some spirit of
your own. Stop'mumbling into your
megaphone while you watch the
game, and start getting this dying
campus back on its feet. You've
got a big job ahead so get busy.
Allen R. Page

•
Who Is It?
To the Editor:
We went to the Coffee House
Friday night under the assumption
that Dr. Terrell was going to discuss his play Midnight on the Emperor's Pavement. Although the
comments which Dr. Terrell managed to get in were excellent, we
were appalled by the obnoxiousness
of a certain history professor who
continually attempted to answer
questions directed to Dr. Terrell.
It's a shame that a professor of
this university must resort to such
childish methods of reinforcing the
ego. FT0111 his interpretation of Dr.

Terrell's play, we learned what he
had taught in classics, how useless
he believes his wife's education to
be, and that he doesn't care if his
doctorate thesis is published or not.
The next time we go to the
Coffee House, we plan to peer cautiously through the window before
entering. May we wart you, fellow
students, if a certain history professor is there ... Run!
Two Juniors
•

Yecch!
To the Editor:
Did you intend to print Mr.
Homer's pro-Goldwater sentiments
as an editorial? I certainly hope this
type of thinking is not typical of
the Maine Campus. Yecch!
Anne H. Johnson

everybody's
doin' it . . .
By ELLEN TOOMEY
•
The Alpha Chi's are sponsoring
a campaign to raise money to send
a crippled child from the Bangor
area to the Pine Tree Camp next
summer.
Kappa Sigma's pledge class entertained a large group of coeds.
Dean and Mrs. John Stewart, and
brothers at the annual hilarious
Pledge Sing Sunday night.
PINNED: Margaret Spruce, Mercy
Hospital. and Bud Atwood, Theta
Chi; Nancy Crawford, Endicott Jr.
College, and Philip Spear, Sigma
Nu; Virginia Moore, Mariaville,
and Robert Jucius, Sigma Nu.
ENGAGED: Jean Harris and Ned
O'Malley. Phi Kappa Sigma; Carole
Cichon. Beaver College and Bruce
Bayuk, Lambda Chi Alpha; Sally
Allen, Pi Beta Phi, and John Crandall.
MARRIED: Mary Dudley and
Richard Randall, Sigma Nu; Nancy Stone and Ric Page, TKE; Sue
Osgood and Dave Record, TKE.
•
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LBJ Takes Verbal Poke
(Continued from Page One)
toss vial the crovid. Wooden
barriers erected to hold people back
from the President's vehicle were
completely shattered as the croskil
surged forward to shake the President's hand. Mrs. Johnson lost one
of her shoes in the confusion, but
It V. as later returned to her.
Secret Sersieemen appeared .orried about the safety of the President as the crowd broke lines
.4-seral times to surround the
President's car, but the Texan
.eerned to lose esery minute of it.
The Chief Executive looked very
health} and full of the energy that
has marked his administration. He
was dressed in a dark blue suit
and wore a smile that seldom left
his face during the visit.
When President Johnson reached
the speaker's stand, more than an
hour after his arrival at the airport, he was given a tremendous
cheer. He asked the crowd to please
be quiet several times, but it was
several minutes before he could
silence the mob.
John.on didn't sa:, an,thing new
in hi- 30-minute .peech to hi.
Maine audience, lie didn't hale
to. Most people merely %anted to
see the Pre•ident of the United
States and uhen that
accomp-

-DIAMONDS—
DeGrasse Jewelers
is
and jets dry repairing
University of Maine

lished they started to lease for
home.
Johnson's audience had dwindled
to about half its original size by the
time he finished his speech. One
man seemed to suns up the feelings
of most people when he said,
"Nov that I've seen him, I'm going home and listen to what he has
to say on television.
The streets of Portland were unusually quiet in the aftermath of
the President's visit. Paper and discarded posters and banners covered the streets in front of City
Hall.
It took President Johnson only
about 16 minutes to return to the
Portland Airport. There more than
2,000 people gave the President a
rousing send-off.
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Beta Theta Pi Welcomes 8
New Brothers At Banquet
The local chapter of Beta Theta
Pi fraternity welcomed eight new
men into its brotherhood Sunday.
Initiated were Eugene Bradbury
Jr., Timothy Brooks, Allen Bullard.
Norwood Hallowell III, Ronald
Otten, Karl Stritter Jr., Jeffrey Trecartin, and Lloyd Watt, bringing
the number of initiated brothers on
the chapter rolls to 1022.
Forty-seven undergrads, alumni
and guests, representing a span of
41 years of Betas, were present at
the initiation banquet which was
served by the Beta wives and sweethearts in the Beta chapter house
following the ceremony. Among the
guests were Clayton Bockus, U-M

Graduate Record Exams
Scheduled for Nov. 21

Graduate Record Examinations
will be administered on the University's Orono campus on Nov. 21.
associate professor of pulp and paDr. Robert Apostal of the Uniper technology, and featured speakversity Testing and Counseling Serer Richard Steele, past vice president of the Beta Theta Pi General vice said candidates may obtain a
Fraternity, and now member of its Bulletin of Information containing
board of trustees.
a test registration form, a list of
In his address. Steele stated that, registration and administration dates
far from being on the way out, the and sample questions from the
fraternity system throughout the Testing and Counseling Service in
nation is stronger than ever. He the Education Building.
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Three Music Department Members Form
Carnegie Trio - - Violin, Cello, Piano

•

•

Miss Katheryn Ann Foley, Dr.
James Lerch, and Mr. Robert Collins, three newly-appointed members to the music faculty of the
University of Maine, have formed
a trio of piano, violin and cello.
The group has taken the name
Carnegie Trio, after the building
in which the music department is
located.
The trio will be heard twice this
year on the newly organized Friday
evening concerts which will be open

to the public without admission
charge.
Miss Foley joined the music faculty this year as a part-time instructor after having taught private
piano for several years at U-M.
She was graduated from Winterport
High School, and in 1953 was
awarded a four-year scholarship to
Manhattanville College, where she
earned her bachelor's degree in
1957.
In the same year she was awarded

WIN a FREE STRING!!
Bowl a "White Pin" Spare
Memorial Union Game Room Sept. 28-00
. 10
For your chances—see gameroom manager
Candlepin Bowling—Table Tennis
Billiards
Memorial

Union

Game

Room

both the Dammann Graduate
Scholarship and the Villa Schifanoia
full scholarship to Florence, Italy,
where she received a master's degree in 1958. Besides her teaching
at the University, Miss Foley also
teaches privately and at the Northern Conservatory in Bangor.
Lerch joins the music faculty as
an associate professor and will head
the string program. He received
his doctorate from the Eastman
School of Music in 1964, and
while there played second violin
with the Eastman Quartet and the
Rochester Symphony. Mr. Lerch
holds bachelor's and master's degrees
from the Juilliard School of Music.
Prior to his work at the Eastman
School, Lerch was associate professor of music at Baldwin-Wallace
College, Ohio. From 1946 to 1951
he was professor of violin and head
of the string department at WinstonSalem College, N.C., and under a
grant from the Juilliard Foundation
founded and conducted the Winston-Salem
Symphony Orchestra.

CARNEGIE TRIO—Dr. James Lerch,
Robert Collins, all of the music departMiss Katheryn Ann Foley and
for the newly-formed group's comin ment, tune up in preparation
g round of concerts.
For several summers Lerch was
concertmaster of the Martha Graham Festival Orchestra at New London, Conn.
Collins, assistant professor of music, will lead the theory program
in the department and teach cello.
He comes from the University of
Arkansas. Collins has also taught

at Morningside College, Iowa, and
at Louisiana State. He has played
professionally with the National
Symphony Orchestra and a number of other civic orchestras, as
well as with the Woodstock String
Quartet. During 1954-56 he was
a Fulbright scholar at the Royal
Academy in London.

Lots of labs, lectures, leisure—these slacks still stay pressed!
Tailored
in KO:. Dacron polyester•su•,. Orlon sco lie.
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New,Ultramatic slacks
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points of stress. Wash or dry clean them
... they're beautiful either way. And wear? We wonder if it's
possible to wear
them out. And Haggai. Slacks just fit better
. naturally. 10.95
...
00. Pc.r. 164.
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Sleeper's, Inc., Bangor
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Exhilarating...
Masculine...
Fresh as the ocean

Osnsinee

... that's the way it is with
Old Spice After Shave Lotion! 1.25 and 2.00
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Student Wives
Invited To Join
Mrs. Maine Club

t•N

The Mrs. Maine Club will begin
its meetings for the current year on
Tuesday. All student wives are invited to join the club which is dedicated to the broadening of members' perspectives on a variety of
subjects.
The club sponsors a Well Baby
Clinic, held in Merrill Hall, for
both student and faculty families.
Mrs. Paul Erskine at 866-3640 can
provide additional information and
arrange appointments.
The fall semester program includes an orientation meeting, a
welcome address by Dr. H. Austin
Peck, University vice president for
academic affairs, a guest lecture by
a marriage counselor, a Christmas
bazaar and a lecture and demonstration by a Bangor hair stylist.
Mrs. Jean Mcl.afferty is president and Mrs. Barbara Weidman.
vice president. of the Mrs. Maine
Club, which nieets an the first and
third Tuesdays of each month at 8
p.m. in the Main Lounge of the
Memorial Union.
MATHEMATICS CLUB
Edward S. Northam, Ph.D., will
speak on "Symmetry of Line Ornaments" at a meeting of the Mathematics Club next Thursday at 7
p.m. in the Walker Room of the
Memorial Union. Anyone interested in mathematics is welcome.
Coffee will be served.

Orono, Maine, October 1, 1964

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN !FELLOWSHIP
Rev. George Haney will present 7 p.m., in the Totman Room of
a talk on "The Authority of the Bi- the Memorial Union. The address
ble" at the Tuesday meering of the
will be followed by a discussion perInter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, iod. All are welcome.
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By
Frank
sky of IS
over the

values to

OPEN SUNDAY 9 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Open Monday Thru Saturday, 8 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Bar Harbor Road
lire.er, Maine
Plenty of Free Parking

1. Now that we're 21 we have
a lot more responsibility.
Now we make the decisions.

OFFENS1V
Harney is
gainer to d

2. Bight. Am ';nia year wc nava
a big decision to make who
gets our vote for President,
ve already decided
to vote for the candidate
of my choice.

rhere is a stunning blonde in
downtown restaurant who al
says obliges when the bon..
A, her phone number.
There moment of disillusion
-nent comes when they call ths
number, and a voice answers
Pest Control Service."
Call us when you need

HARDWARE—
S. Your decision should be based
on what the candidate stands for.
For etample, does your man's
fiscal policy square with your
philosophy on the matter?

THE MAINE
MASQUE THEATRE
presents

1 hope not. I never
could handle money.

4. Then how do you expect to go
out into the world,support a
wife, raise children,and be a
two-car broils?

wish knew.
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I.eorge Bernard '.huts..
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and the Extended
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Black Bears Claw ILL Rams
, 23-15;
Tarm/e With C
sot.
Frank Harney Dashes For 2 TC's;

Co-captain Smith, Ray Austin Hurt

By KEVAN NUKE '•
Frank Harney and the
University of Maine football team
rolled
over the University of Rhod
e Is.

OFFENSIVE THREAT —
Frank
Harney is Maine'. leading grou
nd
gainer to date.

land for three periods
Satu
then coasted to a 23-15 win rday.
before
5.200 fans at Alumni Field
.
The Bears' hard-nosed defen
se
kept the Rams off the scor
eboard
until the final seven minutes
when
Rhody quarterback Greg
Gutter
connected with TD passes
to end
Jim McMahon and flash
y halfback
Rick Jackson.
Coach Hal Westerman
praised
defensive specialist Ray
Austin
who intercepted three Gutt
er passes
and defensive ends Dick
Flaherty
and Al Riley who playe
d "heads- BIG JOB—Ro
up ball."
n Rogerson will
at tackle against Vermont this replace injured co-captain Ernie Smith
Saturday.
The Bears wasted no time
scoring on Rhode Island as
they bit off Keene had fascinated the crowd
With the score 23-0. Gutter, who
chunks of yardage with
with a 60-yard punt return to
the beat Maine on a despe
Haley,
ration pass
Keene. Belisle and Harn
ey break- Ram 10. But the play was erased last year. could not
catch
ing through for steady
gains. Har- by two officials' hankies. When R.I. gridders with his accur the Maine
ate bombs.
ney finally hit pay dirt
punted again. Harney gobbled
from three
up
Two sophs. Norm Tardiff
yards out.
the ball on his 35, cut toward
and
the Charlie Belisle. ran well
for a reSeveral
minutes later when right sideline, picked his way
juven
ated
beBlue
running attack
Maine's swarming defense
hind a maze of blockers,
and which will be put to the test this
Rhody back from their 22 pushed
to the 8. sprinted past the last
defender for
Charlie -Animal" Harl
ow burst a 65-y
through the Rams' line
ard scoring jaunt.
to block a
fourth-down punt. The
Keene scored
Maine's final
ball rolled
out of the end zone for
touchdown when he battled
his
and two points for the a safety way into
the end zone after the
Blue.
Harney's spectacular
Bears took the second half kicko
runb
ack
came in the second
ff
period after and marched
45 yards.

Touch Football
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Plannin:: a Party?
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Picture It Gift Shop
has any and all
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WHAT'S
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15
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I.

98

Yard. ru.hing

Complete Office and School Supp
lies
Newly Relocated In Our New
Store At
14 State St., Bangor

ered

htl

Maine Rhody
ir.t downs

BANGOR-MERRIFIELD OFFICE
SUPPPLY

CENTENNIAL SPECTACU
LAR

7.5

Fullback Richie Reynolds
is a
threat along with halfbacks
Frank
Foerster and Ken Andrade. Junio
r
Scott Fitz ended the famine
at the
quarterback spot for the
Catamounts last year, but he
will
throwing to inexperienced ends be
.
The Cats haven't beaten Main
e
since the series was renewed
in
19511 hut Clifford has been
building steadily for three years
and is
looking to avenge last year'
s 14-13
loss to Maine.

lard. pa..ing
73
237
Sixteen fraternities kicked off
the
current Intramural Touch
255
Football Total yard* gained
263
season last Sunday. with ATO
pum- Pas..es attempte
melling Sigma Nu 40-0. and
d
II
40
Phi Eta
and defending champ Kapp
Completed
a
8
17
pulling out one-point squeaker Sig
s over
TKE and Delta Tau. This
2
Sunday Had intercepted
3
the Greeks are idle. as 12
dorm Punts. average
teams clash in the non
2-36
4-38
-fraternity
Penalitie.
7-95 6.70
ATO-40. SN-0; PGD-8, BTP0; Fumble.
3
3
KS.7, DTD-6; SC-13,
AGR-6;
Opponents recovered
PN1D-16, TC.0; LCA-12,
2
2
TEP-2;
PEK-9, TKE-8; PKS-21.
SPE-13.
Patronize Our Advertisers

.'.,s,,ilas till 8 p.m.

ENT

week against a strong Verm
ont
club.
Westerman is depending on
his
stalwart defense to hold the
surprise team of the '63 season
who
walloped
Worcester Tech last
%%eel: 41-6. But tackle Ernie
Smith
and Ray Austin who were cripp
led
with ankle injuries against R.I.
are
doubtful starters against Verm
ont.
Coach Rob Clifford's Catamoun
ts
loom strong from tackle to
tackl
Captain Ron Hertel and Geor e.
ge
Celze at guard and Rusty Brin
k at
center provide solid strength
to a
backfield which will miss Vermont'
s
"All Everything" halfback
Ken
Burton.

ADVANCE TICKET SALES

OCT. 5-9.
10 A.M-2 P.M.
UNION TICKET
OFFICE

...Why Suppress Pay-TV?
The
California" by Sylvester Fight In'
L.'Pat'
• The pres,dent of
Television discusses the Subscription
case for nay.
TV, a hot subiect corno
ng
California voters in November before
.
"Nelson Algten at FiftyFive"
E. F. Donohu•: Good talk abou by H.
t
writers
and Me based on interviews
with prize
novelist. Nelson Algren.
Poetry by: Peter Davis
on, Thomas
Hornsby Ferri', W. S. Merwi
n,
Akhmatova. as translated and Anna
by Robert
Lowell.
PLUS AN ATLANTIC EXTR
A: "A
Writer In Search of Himse
O'Faolain: Excerpts from lf" by Sean
the author'S
autobiography. Viva Moil.
of his three years at Harva tells
rd
and his decision to retur
n
to Ireland.
Month In, month out
The Atlantic's editors
seek out exciting ex.
pressions of new and
provocative ideas.
And whether these
expressions take the
form Of prose or poetry, fact or fiction,
they always attain •
remarkably high level
of academic value
and literary Interest.
Make room in your
life for The Atlantic.
Gat a COPY today.

ON
SALE
NOW
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U-M Students Involved In
Three Collisions Last Month
During the last two weeks of the
1963-64 school year, University of
Maine students were involved in
four major traffic accidents — one
of them fatal to a young man about
to graduate. This year. with the
fall semester less than three weeks
old, there have already been three
more major traffic mishaps involving students. Luckily, none has
been fatal — yet.
"It makes me apprehensive."
Dean of Men John Stewart said.
"Beginning with this weekend. students will be travelling to all ends
of New England — most of them in
a hurry. Its getting to the point
that if I don't get an accident report Friday night, I expect the
phone to ring on Saturday."
The Dean's apprehension is wellfounded. With the University open
only one day, a student's car rolled
over three times on the Interstate
highway near Portland. A passenger was thrown from the car, but
the driver was taken to the Maine
Medical Center where his condition
was reported as on the danger list.
He was subsequently taken off the
list, but was forced to withdraw
from school because of injuries.
Last Friday night three students
were injured in an accident on Bennoch Road near Gilman's Falls.
Two of them were treated at Eastern Maine General Hospital and
later released. The third is reported in "good condition" at the Bangor hospital.

The most recent latest accident
occurred at 1 a. m. Sunday morning, when a student lost control of
his car near the steam plant on College Ave. According to police, the
car skidded 127 feet, sideswiped a
tree, and crashed into a telephone
pole. The driver, who was wearing
a seat belt, crawled from the
wreckage unhurt. The car was
demolished.
Campus Police Chief Steve
Gould expressed his concern this
way: "Speed is the number-one
killer on the highway. Therefore,
we should maintain a safe speed at
all times."
"Also." Gould added, "we will
soon be faced with the hazards of
winter driving. It is imperative to
evaluate our driving habits, to ascertain whether we can cope with
the situations we will face. No matter how few accidents there are involving students, there are still too
many."

Orono, Maine, October 1, 1961

New Sailing Coach
Prepares For Meet
On Sunday the Varsity Sailing
team will participate in an informal
State Series meet with Bowdoin
and Colby at Pushaw Pond.
Kenneth Mumme of the department of chemical engineering has
been appointed Varsity Sailing
Team coach.
Mumme is the owner of an inland scull, probably the only one
in Maine. In the past he has raced
many times, and is a member of
the Inland Lake and Yachting Club.
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DENTAL HYGIENIST

coffee, conversation, and
paperbacks
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One student, gazing unhappily at
an accident form, agreed with a
wry smile and nod of the head.
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MIGHTY -MAC makes only the greatest of great coats, with a skill unsurpassed in the industry. J. E. CHANDLER is highlighting a superb selection
of outerwear with this style, called Kuli-Man. A quilt-nylon scuffle coat, it
arriously. this pee tare has a nearest

The Iree•Allee Dri‘e in 11t.a:t fi has

comes long (37 inches) and features both zipper closure and rope toggles.
The most amazing thing is the weight, really feather-light. In navy or black,
sizes 38 to 46 at $39.95.
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